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ABSTRACT
In this work we investigate the influence of the dynamic state of galaxy clusters on
segregation effects and velocity dispersion profiles (VDPs) for a sample of 111 clusters
extracted from SDSS-DR7. We find that 73 clusters have Gaussian (G) velocity dis-
tribution and 38 clusters have a complex or non-Gaussian (NG) velocity distribution.
We also split the G and NG samples into ’active’ and ’passive’ galaxies, according
to their sSFRs and stellar masses. Our results indicate a strong spatial segregation
between active and passive galaxies both in G and NG systems, with passive galaxies
being more central. We also found that the passive population in G systems is the
only family with lower velocity dispersions for the brightest galaxies (Mr . −22.75),
thus presenting velocity segregation with luminosity. The similarity found between the
VDPs of the galaxy populations in NG systems indicate that these sets probably share
a similar mix of orbits. We also found a clear evolutionary trend for G systems, with
brighter galaxies in richer clusters having flatter VDPs. The scenario emerging from
this study suggests a direct relationship between segregation effects, VDPs and the
dynamic state of clusters.
Key words: galaxy clusters – galaxies – environmental effects
1 INTRODUCTION
The study of segregation phenomena may help us under-
stand the interplay between galaxy evolution and cluster
environment. Segregation means different galaxy types pre-
senting unequal distributions of their luminosities, cluster-
centric distances, velocities, and/or colours. A number of
such effects have been reported over the years (e.g. Moss &
Dickens 1977; Sodre´ et al. 1989; Zabludoff & Franx 1993;
Adami et al. 1998; Lares et al. 2004; Ribeiro et al. 2010;
Barsanti et al. 2018). A common aspect in many of these
works is the existence of some kind of kinematic segre-
gation regarding the behaviour of the velocity dispersion
for galaxy populations: blue/emission-line/late type galax-
ies have larger velocity dispersion than red/no emission-
line/early type galaxies at high confidence levels (see e.g.
Goto 2005). This kinematic segregation with colour can be
accompanied by a luminosity segregation effect, in the sense
that brighter objects have lower velocities (e.g. Biviano et
al. 1992; Girardi et al. 2003), although only the very lumi-
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nous galaxies seem to be significantly segregated from the
remaining cluster members (see Biviano et al. 1992).
Interestingly, several studies have also pointed impor-
tant differences between galaxies residing in systems classi-
fied as Gaussian (G) or non-Gaussian (NG), according to
their velocity distributions, which is also a type of segrega-
tion. For instance, Hou et al. (2009) investigated the dynam-
ical state of CNOC2 galaxy groups and found that the ve-
locity dispersion profiles of G groups are distinct from those
of NG groups. Ribeiro et al. (2010) analysed a group sample
from 2dF Percolation-Inferred Galaxy Group (2PIGG) and
found that galaxies residing in G groups are more evolved
than in non-Gaussian systems out to distances of ∼ 4R200,
presenting significantly redder colours. Mart´ınez & Zandi-
varez (2012) found that G and NG systems have different
luminosity functions with the former having a brighter char-
acteristic absolute magnitude and a steeper faint-end slope.
They concluded that the dynamical state of massive and
luminous groups is directly related to the luminosity of its
galaxy members. Hou et al. (2012) analysed 15 rich groups
at intermediate redshifts (z ∼ 0.4) extracted from Group
Environmental and Evolution Collaboration catalogue and
c© 2017 The Authors
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found that the colour distribution of systems with substruc-
ture (most of them being NG systems) differ significantly
from those without substructure (some of them considered
as G systems). In addition, they pointed that groups with
substructure show a dominant blue and active star-forming
galaxy populations. Also, Ribeiro et al. (2013a) studied a
sample from the SDSS group catalogue identified by Berlind
et al. (2006) and found that there is a significant difference
between the galaxy properties of the inner and outer galaxy
populations, suggesting that the environment is actively af-
fecting the galaxies. de Carvalho et al. (2017) examined a
sample of rich clusters from the SDSS Yang catalogue (Yang
et al. 2007) and found that faint galaxies in NG groups are
mainly infalling for the first time into the clusters. Finally,
Roberts et al. (2018) showed that the median X-ray asym-
metry of NG clusters is larger than that of G clusters. All
these findings suggest the intrincate relationship between
galaxy evolution and the cluster assembly history.
In Nascimento, Ribeiro & Lopes (2017) we studied seg-
regation effects in groups at higher redshifts (z∼ 0.6) but for
these systems was not possible to split the sample according
to the dynamic state of the groups. Now, we investigate the
influence of the dynamic state of low-z galaxy clusters on seg-
regation effects and velocity dispersion profiles. In Section
2, we present our data and stacked samples. The analysis is
presented in Section 3. In section 3 we give a summary of
the results and our conclusions. Throughout this paper we
adopt the cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 100
h km−1 s−1 Mpc−1, with h set to 0.7.
2 THE SDSS GROUP SAMPLE
Our initial sample contains 10,124 systems and corresponds
to an updated version of SDSS group catalogue identified
by Berlind et al. (2006). This new version is described in
La Barbera et al. (2010) and differ from the first one only
in the area used (9380 square degrees from DR7, compared
to the original area of 3495 square degrees from the DR3).
We derived a refined central redshift and member list for
each group. The new central redshift is obtained applying
the gap technique (Adami et al. 1998; Lopes 2007; Lopes
et al. 2009) to the central (0.67 Mpc) galaxies. The update
list of group members is derived through the application
of the “shifting gapper” technique (Lopes et al. 2009). This
method consists of applying the gap-technique in radial bins
from the group centre. The bin size is 0.56 Mpc or larger to
force the selection of at least 15 galaxies. Galaxies not linked
to main body of the group are eliminated. The groups are
then subject to a virial analysis analogous to that described
in Girardi et al. (1998); Popesso et al. (2005, 2007); Biviano
et al. (2006); Lopes et al. (2009). Our shift gapper + virial
analysis code has been compared to a set of 24 galaxy-based
cluster mass estimation techniques and proved to be among
the best three (Old et al. 2015). From this analysis we find
that the error associated to our mass estimate, M200, is ∼0.22
dex. See details of the code in Lopes et al. (2009).
The final sample contains 5,352 groups from the up-
dated FoF group catalogue, with redshift zmax = 0.106 and
Nmin = 5. Then, we selected a subsample of 111 groups con-
taining at least 15 galaxies brighter than Mr =−20.5 in R200.
Clustercentric radii were computed using the redshift and
angular separation between the galaxy positions and the
luminosity-weighted centre of the clusters. The sample has
member galaxies with stellar mass 109.5 ≤ (M?/M) ≤ 1012,
being 95% complete down to the M? lower limit. These
systems have velocity dispersions and M200 in the ranges
325 kms−1 ≤ σv ≤ 950 kms−1, and 1.06× 1014M ≤ M200 ≤
1.86×1015M, respectively. The subsequent analysis will be
done using this subsample of rich clusters.
Absolute galaxy magnitudes in gr bands are derived us-
ing the formula: Mg,r = mg,r−DM− kcorr−Qz, where DM is
the distance modulus, kcorr is the k-correction and Q =−1.4
(Yee & Lo´pes-Cruz 1999) is a mild evolutionary correction
applied to the magnitudes. The k-corrections for the galaxies
are obtained directly from the SDSS-DR12 database (Beck
et al. 2016). Stellar masses (M?), star formation rates (SFR)
and specific star formation rates (sSFR) for the galaxies in
our sample have been extracted from the “Galspec” analysis
provided by the MPA-JHU group (Max Planck Institute for
Astrophysics and Johns Hopkins University). The total stel-
lar masses are based on model magnitudes. Star formation
rates are computed within the galaxy fibre aperture using
the nebular emission lines as described in Brinchmann et
al. (2004). Outside of the fibre the estimates use the galaxy
photometry following Salim et al. (2007). AGN and galax-
ies with weak emission lines, have SFRs estimates from the
photometry.
2.1 Defining the stacked clusters
The velocity distribution of galaxies in groups and clusters
can provide clues about their dynamic state. In general,
evolved or relaxed systems are supposed to have Gaussian
velocity distributions while those with non-Gaussian distri-
butions are considered as less evolved or unrelaxed systems
(Yahil & Vidal 1977; Menci & Fusco-Femiano 1996). Several
statistical methods are used to distinguish between relaxed
and unrelaxed systems according to their velocity distribu-
tions (e.g. Hou et al. 2009; Ribeiro et al. 2011, 2013a; de
Carvalho et al. 2017). We use here the Hellinger Distance
(HD, Amari 1985) for detecting departures from a Gaussian
velocity distribution. The HD is an estimator of the distance
between the empirical velocity distribution of galaxies in a
cluster and the theoretically expected Gaussian distribution
function (see Ribeiro et al. 2013a; de Carvalho et al. 2017,
for a detailed description of this method). We estimate HD
using codes available in the R environment under the distrEx
package (Ruckdeschel 2006). The method is based on a set of
1,000 realizations of the observed sample, and on a compar-
ison of each resample with a Gaussian template calibrated
by the sample size. For each sample size a critical HD value
allows the classification of a system as G or NG (see de Car-
valho et al. 2017, for details). The recurrence of the diagnos-
tic for a minimum number of times provides the reliability of
the result. de Carvalho et al. (2017) define this minimum as
70% of the total number of realizations. In the present work,
we only consider Gaussian (G) or Non-Gaussian (NG) sys-
tems classified with reliability greater than 95%.
After the classification of clusters using the HD method,
we find 73 G systems (4,693 galaxies) and 38 NG systems
(2,899 galaxies). Before proceeding to the segregation anal-
ysis, we define two stacked clusters, Gaussian - G and non-
Gaussian - NG. Galaxies in these composite clusters have
distances to cluster centres normalized by R200 and their
velocities are referred to the cluster median velocities and
scaled by the cluster velocity dispersion. The normalized ve-
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Figure 1. Upper pannels: phase space diagrams for each sample.
Redder colors indicate denser regions. Virial, backsplash, and in-
fall regions are defined according to (Mahajan et al. 2011) and
indicated by dashed lines. Clustercentric distance and velocity
dispersion as a function of the absolute magnitude in the r band
for AG galaxies (filled blue squares), PG galaxies (filled red cir-
cles), ANG galaxies (open blue squares), and PNG galaxies (open
red circles).
locity dispersion of the combined system, σu, is related to
the dimensionless quantity ui =
vi−〈v〉 j
σ j , where i and j are
the galaxy and clusters index, respectively. We also define
sub-samples from these two initial stacked systems accord-
ing to the evolutionary stage of galaxies. We separate ’more
evolved’ from ’less evolved’ galaxies based on their sSFRs
and stellar masses (M∗), using the line defined by Oman &
Hudson (2016):
log10(sSFRcut/yr−1) =−0.4∗ log10(M∗/M)−6.6 (1)
which allow us to split the G and NG samples into star form-
ing or ’active’ galaxies and ’passive’ ones. Finally, we have
four composite systems: PG (passive galaxies in G clusters),
AG (active galaxies in G clusters), PNG (passive galaxies
in NG clusters), and ANG (active galaxies in NG clusters).
These samples would be less than 4% different if we had
used a division at log10(sSFR/yr−1) = −11, as indicated by
Wetzel et al. (2012).
3 ANALYSIS
We start our analysis comparing the behaviour of the four
families of galaxies defined in the previous section (PG,
GA, PNG, ANG) in terms of velocity dispersion and pro-
jected clustercentric distance as a function of the absolute
magnitude in the r band. We also examine the distribution
of galaxies in their respective phase-space diagrams. Next,
we examine the velocity dispersion profiles (VDPs) of these
families. Finally, we explore the behaviour of the VDPs with
respect to the halo masses and galaxy luminosities.
3.1 Kinematic and luminosity segregation
The upper panels of Figure 1 clearly show that the four
samples occupy the phase-space in different ways. Note the
higher density of passive galaxies (both PG and PNG) in
smaller radii and especially within the the virial (V) re-
gion, with objects PG being even more concentrated than
PNG. In comparison, note the higher density of AG and
ANG objects in larger radii, especially within the back-
splash (B) and infall (I) regions. This type of segregation
suggests a connection between galaxy evolution and kine-
matics in the phase space. The left lower panel of Fig-
ure 1 reinforces that PG have smaller clustercentric dis-
tances than the other families in all magnitude bins. The
difference in relation to active galaxies, either AG or ANG,
is clear in the plot. The difference in relation to PNG is
less obvious, but applying the two-sample permutation test
(Higgins 2004), we find that 〈R/R200〉PG = 0.7943± 0.0095
and 〈R/R200〉PNG = 0.8462±0.0128, with p-value=0.0011, and
thus we conclude that PG objects are more central than
PNG at the 99% c.l. Applying the permutation test on the
AG and ANG samples we find 〈R/R200〉GA = 1.0611±0.0197
and 〈R/R200〉ANG = 1.0577± 0.0253, with p-value=0.9164.
Thus, these two families probably have the same radial
distribution. Still in this plot, we see that the four fami-
lies present different behaviour for Mr . −22.75. The PG
and PNG samples have their brightest bins showing smaller
clustercentric distances, but the effect is more pronounced
for PG galaxies. On the other hand, the brightest bin of
AG galaxies presents a greater value of radius, while the
ANG sample presents a deficit of very luminous objects;
see Ribeiro et al. (2013b) for a similar result. Finally, if we
compare only passive and active objects, despite of being
members of G or NG clusters, we find a strong spatial seg-
regation, with passive galaxies having smaller clustercentric
distances [〈R/R200〉P = 0.8134± 0.0008] than active galaxies
[〈R/R200〉A = 1.0597± 0.0015], with p-value < 10−4, which
suggests a clear core-halo structure, irrespective of the dy-
namic state of the galaxy cluster.
Now, looking at the right lower panel of Figure 1, we
see no important differences between the four families for
Mr & −22.75. This indicates a significant velocity mixing of
galaxies in all the remaining magnitude bins. However, for
values smaller than Mr ' −22.75 families split up dramat-
ically: PG objects reach the lowest value of velocity dis-
persion, while AG and PNG show a signficant increase of
velocity dispersion in comparison to the average behavior
in the other magnitude bins. Once more, we see the deficit
of bright ANG galaxies. These results indicate that only in
G systems the passive and very luminous population slowed
down toward the cluster center. Also, the brightest GA ob-
jects present high velocity dispersion and large radius, sug-
gesting they are coming to the system via infall. Indeed, the
fraction of bright GA objects (Mr & −21.5) wrt all GA ob-
jects in the I region (32%) is a little higher than those we
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2017)
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Figure 2. Left panels: cumulative VDPs for AG and ANG (blue
lines) + PG and PNG (red dashed lines) galaxies. Envelopes for
1,000 resamples are in red for PG an PNG galaxies, and in light
blue for AG and ANG galaxies. Right panels: binned VDPs for
AG and ANG (black open circles and blue lines) and PG and
PNG galaxies (black filled circles and red dashed lines). A second
VDP for AG objects, disregarding the last two points (marked in
cyan), is depicted in dashed blue line.
find in the B (24%) and V (25%) regions. The fact that the
brightest PNG objects have high velocity dispersion may be
associated to the dynamic complexity of NG systems.
Before proceeding to the next section, it is important to
say that tests with different data binning and/or removing
the BCGs from each sample lead to non-significant changes
of the results presented so far.
3.2 Velocity dispersion profiles
The study of VDPs has been used as a powerful tool for
doing dynamical analysis of galaxy clusters (see e.g. Struble
1979; den Hartog & Katgert 1996; Pimbblet et al. 2014). Re-
cent studies indicate an important difference between VDPs
with respect to the dynamical state of galaxy clusters (see
Hou et al. 2009; Cava et al. 2017; Costa et al. 2018; Bil-
ton & Pimbblet 2018). In Figure 2 we plot the VDPs for
all galaxy families in two versions, binned and cumulative.
The cumulative VDPs were built following the procedure
described in Costa et al. (2018). The use of both versions al-
lows us to extract more information from the data. Firstly,
note the marked differences between the cumulative profiles
of the passive and active components. AG galaxies follow a
decreasing profile, possibly a combination of isotropic and
radial orbits (see e.g. Girardi et al. 1998; Biviano & Kat-
gert 2004), while PG galaxies present an almost flat profile,
typical of objects with isotropic orbits – except for the very
central parts, where we see a small drop toward the center,
indicating that circularization of orbits may be occurring
in this component (Girardi et al. 1998). The correspond-
ing binned VDPs reinforce this scenario. We use linear fits
to measure how dominant are objects in radial orbits. We
should expect that the isotropization of orbits should lead to
slopes closer to 0 and intercepts closer to 1, and that passive
galaxies have more isotropic orbits (see e.g. Biviano & Kat-
gert 2004). Analysis of covariance is used to test whether
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Figure 3. Binned VDPs for galaxies in G (filles circles and red
lines) and NG systems (open circles and blue dashed lines). Upper
and lower panel refer to rich and very rich clusters, respectively.
Left and right panels refer to galaxies with Mr >−21.5 and Mr ≤
−21.5, respectively.
the slopes and intercepts are significantly different. In the
upper right panel of Figure 2, the slope and intercept of the
AG line are greater than those of the PG line. Using all AG
points this occurs at the 90% c.l., while excluding the last
two points the difference would be significant at the 95% c.l.
That is, the two components are dynamically distinct, but
clusters are classified as G because the passive objects are
dominant (∼80%) in these systems. By contrast, in the lower
right panel of Figure 2, the slopes and intercepts of both ac-
tive and passive components are the same in NG clusters (p-
value=0.9841), which supports the idea that these systems
are dynamically similar. In the left lower panel of Figure
2, we see the passive component presenting a slight central
depression and then an increase from ∼ 0.5− 1.0R200. This
subtle upward trend is also observed in NG clusters studied
by Hou et al. (2009) and Costa et al. (2018), and it can be
interpreted as a signature of substructure or mergers (Menci
& Fusco-Femiano 1996; Cortese et al. 2004). Note that the
AG VDP also presents an increase at similar radii. This can
be interpreted as this component having some degree of per-
turbation that does not seem to be shared with the passive
objects, and which should be insufficient to de-characterize
the Gaussian velocity distribution. In the case of the PNG
upturn, since this component is dominant (∼79%) this is
probably the cause of non-gaussianity of these systems.
3.3 Halo masses and galaxy luminosities
A further point we want to examine is the influence of the
halo masses on the VDPs. Before doing this, we have to
consider the problem of estimating the virial properties of
NG systems. We use a correction based on iterative removal
of galaxies whose absence in the sample makes clusters be-
come Gaussian (Ribeiro et al. 2011). The corrected proper-
ties are just those the system would have if it were made
only with galaxies consistent with the normal velocity dis-
tribution. This correction allows one to honestly compare
typical properties of G and NG groups. After this proce-
dure, we have clusters in the range 1.06×1014M ≤M200 ≤
1.55×1015M, which were divided around the median value
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2017)
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〈M200〉= 3.43×1014M, defining two subsamples: ‘low-mass
clusters’ (∼ 57% of the total sample) and ‘high-mass clus-
ters’ (∼ 44% of the total sample). To take into account
the galaxy luminosities we have made a separation around
the characteristic magnitude M∗ (Mr = −21.5; a separation
around Mr =−22.75, as suggested in Section 3.1, would pro-
duce very unbalanced samples.). This corresponds to define
two subsamples around this value with mean stellar masses
log(M∗/M) = 11.38 and log(M∗/M) = 10.66. The follow-
ing discussion takes into account significant differences be-
tween slopes and/or intercepts at the 95% c.l. from compar-
ing regressions via analysis of covariance.
In Figure 3, we present the respective binned VDPs.
The main point to highligh is that the slope and intercept
of the linear fits for galaxies in G clusters decrease with
both the halo masses and galaxy luminosities, indicating
that brighter galaxies in richer clusters are possibly more
dominated by objects in isotropic orbits. This trend does not
appear in NG systems, for which we see different and more
complex features. For rich and very rich NG systems, the
less luminous galaxies have approximately the same slope
(p-value=0.8719), with a significant decrease in the inter-
cept of the linear fit for very rich clusters (p-value=0.0023).
At the same time, the more luminous galaxies have more
pronounced slopes in richer NG clusters (p-value=0.0477),
but also present a significant decrease in the intercept (p-
value=0.00401). A less clear evolutionary path in NG sys-
tems is consistent with the results presented in sections 3.1
and 3.2, probably indicating that neither galaxy family is
completely virialized or sharing isotropic orbits. Still in Fig-
ure 3, note that the velocity segregation between G and NG
systems is more pronounced for rich systems than for the
very rich, which reinforces the importance of the halo mass
on the evolutionary history of both clusters and their mem-
ber galaxies.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, we investigated the influence of the dynamic
state of galaxy clusters on segregation phenomena and veloc-
ity dispersion profiles, trying to draw a link between these
two types of cluster galaxies analyses. In Section 3.1, we
found a strong spatial segregation between active (star form-
ing) galaxies and passive ones both in G and NG systems.
This segregation in projected radius indicates that clusters,
despite its dynamic state, have a marked core-halo structure
with the core being dominated by passive galaxies and the
halo by active objects. We also found that the passive pop-
ulation in G systems is more concentrated than its counter-
part in NG systems. This difference between passive galaxies
located in G and NG clusters are reinforced by their very
distinct VDPs, as showed in Section 3.2, with passive galax-
ies in G systems having more isotropic orbits. The similarity
between the binned VDPs of ANG and PNG galaxies is a
nice way to see how these populations, although distinct in
their SFR, probably share a similar mix of orbits. Going
back to section 3.1, we found that passive galaxies in G sys-
tems is the only family with lower velocity dispersions for
the brightest galaxies (Mr .−22.75), thus presenting veloc-
ity segregation with luminosity. This result is complemented
by the cumulative VDP in Figure 2, where we see a small
but clear drop toward the center, suggesting these objects
have slowed down toward the cluster centers, and showing
that G systems are dynamically older. Complementing this
picture, we see in Figure 3 a clear evolutionary trend for the
VDPs of G systems, with brighter galaxies in richer clusters
having flatter profiles, which may mean that they are more
dominated by objects in isotropic orbits. The less straight-
forward picture for NG systems is probably due to a compe-
tition between their natural evolution (violent relaxation +
infall) which defines the core-halo pattern, and gravitational
perturbations from mergers throughout their formation his-
tory, which can make the distribution of orbits more complex
through these systems.
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